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Questions
2006: What was the importance of  one or more of  
the following: McCarthyism; the Moon Landing, 
1969; developments in information technology?

2010: What was the impact of  the Moon Landing 
on US domestic and foreign affairs? 

2011: Why did the US lose the Vietnam War and/or 
what was the significance of  the Moon landing? 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-cv_JJOxGI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y-cv_JJOxGI


Nuclear arsenals grow

Click on the arrows to move through the timeline.

ICBM = intercontinental 
ballistic missile
ABM = anti-ballistic missile
MIRV = multiple 
independently-targeted re-entry 
vehicle





The Space Race

It was based on technology developed from captured Nazi rocket technology. Just as this 
technology helped develop inter-continental ballistic missiles, it could now power space 
travel.

The launching of  the first satellite by the Soviets in 1957 ‘won’ the first 
round of  what became known as the Space Race.

Both sides took the Arms Race into space – they were desperate to beat the other’s 
achievements. 

“This was as much about the battle between capitalism and communism 
than anything else.”

What is meant by this quotation from a modern historian?



Some newspaper titles



Cost  

n Estimates between $25 and $39 billion
n Created thousands of jobs
n According to NASA for every $1 

spent on space programme, America 
became richer by $7 through taxes 
paid by employees or improvements in 
economy



Advances

n Satellites relay television pictures
n Speed up intercontinental phone calls
n Provide details about extremes of 

weather, for instance hurricanes
n Proved existence of hole in ozone 

layer in 1987 



Spin-offs: Medical

n Technology for Hubble Space Telescope 
used to find cancer cells

n Tiny cameras used in scopes developed by 
space programme

n Voice controlled wheel chairs
n Tiny hearing aids
n Insulating material used for rocket fuel 

tanks used in hospitals to prevent bed 
sores



Spin-offs: Daily lives

nCushioning and ventilation in 
sports clothes and shoes

nSilicon chip used in washing 
machines, laptops, cars

nNon-stick pans straight from 
freezer to microwave



A turning-point? YES

n Paved the way for the space shuttle 
programme

n Proved Soviet Union had lost space 
race, led to poor morale, lack of 
confidence in Soviet government and 
in communism, collapse of Soviet 
Communism

n Ended Cold War



NO

n Real breakthrough was Sputnik 1957 
and voyage of Yuri Gagarin 1961. 
Everything else was inevitable

n Importance exaggerated as propaganda 
exercise: triumph of capitalism and 
democracy rather than of technology



Worth the cost?

n Showed supremacy of capitalism and 
democracy

n Undermined Soviet communism
n Helped end Cold War
n Developed technologies with uses in 

medicine etc
n Boosted US industry and technology
n US economy largest in the world



No!

n Helped elect politicians, didn’t help 
ordinary tax payers

n Spin-offs could have been produced more 
quickly and cheaply if invested in directly

n Spin-offs would have occurred anyhow
n Money should have been spent on heath 

and education or overseas aid programmes.



Contextualisations 

n Why did they land on the moon?
n Why was there opposition to the Space 

Programme?
n How has Space Exploration developed 

since?
n Identify scientific and cultural outcomes of 

the Moon Landing
n Was the Moon Landing a success?



Too difficult

n Assess the significance of research and 
scientific breakthroughs in promoting the 
US space programme

n Analyse the role of presidential leadership 
in the development of Space Programme

n Examine cause/effect relationship between 
development of space programme and 
Cold War



Answering QUESTIONS

n The source suggests, implies
n When comparing 2 documents with another, 

take each one individually
n A source can be useful even if it isn’t reliable: may 

show a viewpoint even if it isn’t 
factual/unbiased

n Back up answer from source
n Use key phrases


